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 The picture above left is Sandy Truett’s picture of The Team Airship 101 flying near to
Bromham while Kate Thorogood’s snap, right, shows the Airship over Wheatsheaf Farm in
Colmworth.

Above are two of the maps that Bobby Frankham
used to pilot his Team Airship 101 on Sunday
23rd January.
The one on the left shows the whole route from
the start at Santa Pod, top left in the picture, to
Little Staughton Airfield, top right in the picture.
It includes the loop around Bedford featuring the
stop at Cardington Sheds near Shortstown.
During its flight over Bedford, the Team Airship
101 flew over The Higgins, Bedford where the
‘Escaping Gravity’ exhibition was held from last
summer.
 Thev Team Airship 101 passing over The
Higgins in Bedford.
Picture: Andy Willsher
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The other map shows the route from Santa Pod
where it went close to Odell and Harrold Country
Park.
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Crowds flocked to the
Cardington Sheds to view the
Team Airship 101.
For some, it brought back
memories of the days when
the iconic hangars were home

to many airships including the
ill-fated R101.

been earmarked for housing
development.

This was likely to be the
last time the Sheds would
witness a flying airship as
the surrounding land has

The Team Airship 101 took
oﬀ from Santa Pod near
Podington and flew towards
the Cardington Sheds.
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On Sunday 23rd January, the people of
Bedford Borough left their homes and
greeted Bobby Frankham and his Team
Airship 101 as he successfully flew over
the town centre.
The weather was kind which allowed Bobby
and his team to set oﬀ early from Santa Pod
before heading to Cardington for a refuel and
then back over Bedford.
It certainly drew a crowd with local residents
in Cardington and beyond coming out to see
what was going on in the sky. The support
and interest on social media shows how keen
people are to see airships flying. It is also a
big part of the town’s heritage so it was good
to see it well supported.
Elaine Midgley, director of Bedford Creative
Arts said, “It was so good to see an airship
over Bedford town centre once again. It has
been many years since the last airship flew
over.
“We were thrilled to see it over The Higgins
where the airship exhibition is until the end
of March. We must say thanks to Bobby and
his team for making this happen. Also, a big
thank you to the Bedford residents who took
photos, videos and used the airshipdreams
hashtag too.”

 Thev Team Airship 101 passing over The
Embankment in Bedford.
Picture: Andy Willsher

authority and got blown towards Thurleigh.
“Once over Bedford I then could see the
sheds and there was a crowd, waving. We
circled and landed, I turned oﬀ the engine as
I needed more petrol also. The crowd came
up to talk to us, and we met people who had
worked at the site many years ago.
“They said how lovely on a damp miserable
January day to see something making
everyone smile again.

Bobby Frankham, airship owner said, “The
flight was amazing. My crew followed me to
fit new gas tanks after each hour.

“I will do some more flights when it’s sunny
and the fields are dry at the sheds and over
Bedford but not with a cross wind, next time.

“We made four stops and at one point they
could not keep up because of other people
following me too. My crew are important to
me and also my friends who were watching
the weather before and during the flight.

“We landed earlier than scheduled at Little
Staughton and the St. John’s Arms pub at
Melchourne, who had finished serving but
stayed open for our 18 crew members to eat.
So, a big thank you to them too.”

“As airships are very delicate, the cloud was
1300 feet and I needed to fly at 1200 feet
legally over Bedford.

The flight was a celebration of the final weeks
of the Airships Dreams Escaping Gravity
exhibition on display at The Higgins Bedford.
The exhibition was commissioned by Bedford
Creative Arts (BCA) and The Higgins to
commemorate the 90th anniversary of the
last flight of the R101 airship from Cardington
on 4th October 1930.
Creative Arts Bedford

“The wind was coming from Stewartby
direction at 8mph so blowing on my right
hand side but we were very lucky on the day,
as it did not get windy the higher, we went.
Otherwise, I would have run out of rudder
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Team Airship 101 pilot Bobby Frankham
has said he is planning another trip over
Bedford;
Bobby is hoping it will be on a sunny day
during this spring. He was speaking after his
epic trip over the North Bedfordshire villages
and also Bedford on Sunday 23rd January
from Santa Pod to Little Staughton Airfield.
The highlight of the day was being able to fly
close to the historic Cardington Sheds, the
home of the ill-fated R101 airship. The trip
was organised to mark the closing stages
of the Escaping Gravity exhibition that has
been held at The Higgins, Bedford since last
summer.
“It was a very special day,” said Bobby.
“Everything went extremely well and it was
quite emotional to be able to fly close to the
Cardington Sheds and to be able to land near
to them.

This is unlikely to be possible again because
the area is earmarked for houses. We had to
wait until the last moment before announcing
the flight. This is because we had to check
the weather conditions before deciding
whether to fly or not.
“Although there was low cloud, the conditions
were excellent but I would like to fly over
Bedford again when it is sunny.There was an
excellent turnout of people especially at The
Sheds. This tour has allowed many people to
recall their airship memories.
“I am grateful to the team who made this day
possible and we had a fine carvery celebration
at the St John’s Arms in Melchbourne
afterwards. I was pleased to give a free
event to remember for the people of Bedford
especially after the diﬃcult times we have
experienced.”
Graham White
The Daily Grunch

AV AIR FLIGHT SCHOOL
Modern Aircraft
Try a short flight
If local see your house and be
surprised how easy it is to fly
Fully qualified instructor - Adrian
Contact: avairflightschool @gmail.com
Mobile: 07411 326272
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 The late Dennis Burchmore with his personal airship collection.

Many of us are aware of the Cardington
Hangars on the landscape but do
we know of their local historical
importance?

flying because we knew grandad was part of
it. He would talk for hours about them. It was
a big part of his life. And his models of the
airships were very impressive.

The 2021 Higgins Museum exhibition ‘Airship
Dreams: Escaping Gravity’ looked back at the
importance of the airship industry to Bedford
and the surrounding area.

“The Higgins exhibition was very special to
me because it used his impressive collection
that he built up over the years.”

Bedford Creative Arts, The Higgins, Bedford,
The Airship Heritage Trust and artist Mike
Stubbs joined forces to put together this twofold exhibition which celebrates Bedford’s
airship heritage.
It brought together innovative digital
contemporary art and exciting new
community sourced displays, presenting the
pioneering vision of airship development over
the decades.

Emily also featured in the special video
presentation that also included Felmersham’s
Bridget Peirson-Davis.
The 40-minute show took the viewer on
a spectacular journey - weaving material
generated in Unreal games software,
immersive audio composition, a choir
performance, archive film and interactive
sculptural elements.

The exhibition was seen partly as a tribute
to the late Dennis Burchmore for whom the
airship industry was a significant part of his
life.
His granddaughter Emily Alleyne, who works
at The Place Theatre in Bradgate Road,
Bedford, said that she remembers being
taking to the hangers as a child by her
grandfather.
“He was a curator at the museum and I
remember being in awe of the size of the
hangers,” said Emily. “We grew up with the
airships. We were fascinated if we saw one
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 Dennis Burchmore’s granddaughter Emily
Alleyne.
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The day was not
over when the Team
Airship 101 landed
at Little Staughton
Airfield.
For there was the
small matter of
dealing with the
celebrations following
the successful flight
from Santa Pod to
Little Staughton via
Bedford and the
Cardington Sheds.
A brief drinks session
took place at the
Fox and Hounds in
Riseley before the
St John’s Arms at
Melchbourne hosted
the celebatory carvery
meal.
Team Airship 101
pilot Bobby Frankham
said: “The St John’s
Arms cooked us a
roast at short notice.”

SACKVILLE FLYING CLUB
HOT AIR BALLOONING GROUP
Lots of fun, little cost, great for all the family
Find out more by calling
Tim Wilkinson on 07774 291283
sackville@avnet.co.uk
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 Team Airship 101 at the Cardington Sheds during its memorable flight across Bedford
Borough on Sunday 23rd January.
Pictures: Andy Willsher
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